Abstract-In this article, we present a computational framework to identify "causal relationships" among super gene sets. For "causal relationships," we refer to both stimulatory and inhibitory regulatory relationships, regardless of through direct or indirect mechanisms. For super gene sets, we refer to "pathways, annotated lists, and gene signatures," or PAGs. To identify causal relationships among PAGs, we extend the previous work on identifying PAG-to-PAG regulatory relationships by further requiring them to be significantly enriched with gene-to-gene co-expression pairs across the two PAGs involved. This is achieved by developing a quantitative metric based on PAG-to-PAG Co-expressions (PPC), which we use to infer the likelihood that PAG-to-PAG relationships under examination are causal-either stimulatory or inhibitory. Since true causal relationships are unknown, we approximate the overall performance of inferring causal relationships with the performance of recalling known r-type PAG-to-PAG relationships from causal PAG-to-PAG inference, using a functional genomics benchmark dataset from the GEO database. We report the area-under-curve (AUC) performance for both precision and recall being 0.81. By applying our framework to a myeloid-derived suppressor cells (MDSC) dataset, we further demonstrate that this framework is effective in helping build multi-scale biomolecular systems models with new insights on regulatory and causal links for downstream biological interpretations.
, [20] , [21] . The development of GNPA methods and GNP databases enables shifting biological analysis from individual gene level to the PAG level. In other words, from the data analytical point of view, the biological dataset could be represented by the PAG features instead of the gene features.
In the 'PAG paradigm' [16] , there are still many unexplored questions on the relationship among the PAGs, especially on the causal relationship. It is known that one gene may participate in multiple biological processes, and genes in different PAGs are interactive. The limitation among most of the well-established GNPA techniques is that these techniques often return individual PAGs from the biological input and treats the PAGs independently [2] , and ignore the potential relationship among the PAGs. To answer the PAGs relationship question, in [16] , we define two types of relationships: shared-membership (m-type) and regulatory (r-type) relationships. Compared to the shared-gene relationship, the regulatory relationship has better explanatory power since it is derived from gene-gene regulation datasets. However, due to the noisy and incomplete domainknowledge on gene-gene regulation datasets, the PAG regulatory relationship is more difficult to annotate. Here, by annotation, we refer to determining the directionality of the PAG-to-PAG relationship, and whether the relationship is stimulatory or inhibitory. Integrating the gene expression profile into the domain-knowledge interactome and topological data is a promising solution for this question. For example, Martini et al. show that we can discover signal paths among the pathways from the expression data [22] . Pepe et al., while discovering the perturbation of expression in a single pathway, shows that there exist connections among the perturbation in multiple pathways [23] . In this work, we propose a framework to enrich the annotation for r-type PAG-to-PAG relationships by integrating the gene expression profile and the existing relationships in PAGER [16] . Therefore, we can form two types of network (or relationship) among the PAGs: the regulatory network and the co-expression network. Our experiment shows that the co-expression relationships could be used to re-discover the regulatory relationships with high precision and recall. Therefore, the framework named gene-gene co-expression correlation (E-GGCC) analysis allows annotating the PAGto-PAG relationships specific to the tissues, organs and biological condition specified in the expression profile. By this integration, we can infer the causal relationships among the PAGs, which is the major innovation in this paper. We demonstrate the E-GGCC analysis in annotating a cancerspecific gene expression profile and show how we can infer the causal relationships among different biological phenomenon enriched in the PAGs.
METHODS

Recall PAGs and r-Type PAG-to-PAG Relationship from PAGER
There are three types of the PAGs in PAGER [16] . The P-type PAG contains a connected set of molecules (genes/proteins/ metabolites), among which some detail of curated mechanism of actions, e.g., protein interactions, reactions, or gene regulations, are available [24] . The A-type PAG contains a curated list of genes/proteins identified from a specific biological context, e.g., a shared GO category or a shared protein family without the mechanism of actions. The G-type PAG contains a list of genes/proteins derived from any given high throughput Omics experiment, e.g., functional genomics, without annotation. [25] We give every PAG a cohesion coefficient score (CoCo score), which could be simply understood as 'PAG quality', to help assess the degree of biological relevance for each PAG. The CoCo score shows how single genes in a PAG connect: if genes inside a PAG strongly connect to the other, compared to the random connection, the PAG should have a high CoCo score. Overall, PAGER collects and organizes 18,607 regular PAGs using a three-letter-code PAG classification system. It includes 3,153 P-type PAGs, 8,117 A-type PAGs and 7,337 G-type PAGs. We emphasize that these counts are from the 2015 version of PAGER. We only performed the analysis on this PAGER version. All PAGs are given a cohesion coefficient score (CoCo score) to help assess the degree of biological relevance for each PAG beyond random chance. Due to time constraints, we were not able to perform analysis on the updated PAGER version [26] , published in 2017.
PAGER also contains 72,824 regulatory relationships (r-type relationships) among the PAGs. Two PAGs are considered having an r-type relationship if the gene-gene regulations between two PAGs are significantly more than random (over-representative). In opposite, the underrepresentative relationship implies that gene-gene regulations between two PAGs are significantly less than random. We quantified the r-type relationships by applying hypergeometric distribution statistics and recorded the probability mass function (pmf) as the score. In this paper, we further narrow down the number of r-type relationship to 24,686, after setting a threshold pmf < 0:01.
Gene Expression Dataset
To construct PAG-to-PAG co-expression relationship from functional genomic data, we applied the microarray dataset GSE32474 [27] , [28] 
Characterize Causal PAG-to-PAG Relationships Detail By E-GGCC Analysis
To annotate the r-type PAG-to-PAG relationships and further infer causal relationships among the PAGs, we developed enrichment of gene-gene co-expression correlation (E-GGCC) analysis. E-GGCC analysis results show how strongly genes in two PAGs co-express either positively or negatively. Compared to existing correlation methods, our analysis use a discretization method, which does not require strong assumptions on the absolute scale of expression value [29] . The detail of E-GGCC analysis is as follows.
Score Expression Correlation among Genes with New GGC Metric
To overcome the inappropriateness of the Euclidian distance in the conventional Pearson Correlation, when the absolute expression levels of functionally related genes are highly different [29] , we constructed a new Gene-Gene expression Co-expression (GGC) metric using discretization method. We started E-GGCC analysis by computing the Gene-Gene Co-expression (GGC) with discretization. In a given microarray dataset, for each gene, we discretized the absolute gene expression into three values: À1 for low expression, 0 for normal expression and þ1 for high expression. In this study, we discretized the top 1/3 absolute gene expression values as þ1, 1/3 bottom absolute expression values as -1 and the other values as 0. For two genes a and b, let C þ ða; bÞ be the count of samples where a and b have the same nonzero discrete expressions, let C À ða; bÞ be the count of samples where a and b have the opposite nonzero discrete expressions, and C Ã (a, b) be the count of samples in other scenarios where one of a and b has zero discrete expression. We defined the positive GGC þ ða; bÞ and the negative GGC À ða; bÞ as follows:
We united GGCþ and GGC-to calculate the final GGC as
Here, the sign function shows the type of expression correlation between gene A and gene B. If GGC þ ða; bÞ > GGC À ða; bÞ, there is more evidence showing that A and B have positive expression correlation; therefore, the sign function returns positive, and vice versa. The maximum function (Max) shows the co-expression strength. After calculating the GGC scores, we removed the correlation with GGC between -0.5 and 0.5 since they were insignificant co-expression. More explanation on this threshold option could be found in the results section, where we also apply network power law analysis to justify our choice of GGC threshold.
Score the Co-Expression between Two PAGs by PPC Metric
Similar to the CoCo score in PAGER [16] , we constructed the PAG-to-PAG Co-expression correlation (PPC) to address the biological significance of r-type PAG-to-PAG relationship using hypergeometric distribution. Fig. 1 provides one example of E-GGCC calculation. For two PAGs i and j, let m(i) be the count of genes in i, m(j) be the count of genes in j and m(i, j) be the count of overlapping genes between i and j. To calculate the positive correlation ðPPC þ Þ, we used the cumulative distribution function (CDF) of four parameters N, K, n, and k, defined as
where N ¼ ðmðiÞ þ mðjÞ À 2mði; jÞÞ Â ðmðiÞ þ mðjÞ À 2mði; jÞ À 1Þ=2 is the count of theoretical gene-gene expression correlations in both i and j, K is the count of actual positive gene-gene expression correlations in both i and j; n ¼ ðmðiÞ À mði; jÞÞÂ ðmðjÞ À mði; jÞ) is the count of theoretical expression correlation between genes in i and genes in j, and k is the count of actual positive gene-gene expression correlations between genes in i and genes in j. To calculate the negative correlation (PPC -) between i and j, we applied (4) with the same definition for N and n, but K is the count of actual negative gene-gene expression correlations in both i and j, and k is the count of actual negative gene-gene expression correlations between genes in i and genes in j. In the right side of (4), the sum operator represents the definition of CDF in hypergeometric distribution as in [30] . In the right side of (4), the sum operator represents the definition of CDF in hypergeometric distribution as in [30] . Then, we estimated the positive or negative correlation using the final PPC(i, j) defined as:
Validate the PPC Metric with the Capability of Recalling the r-Type PAG-to-PAG Relationship
To validate the PPC metric, we drew the receiver-operatingcharacteristic curve (ROC) when using it to separate true r-type PAG-to-PAG relationship from the random PAGto-PAG relationship. Here, the positive set contains significant over-representative [16] r-type PAG-to-PAG relationships in PAGER with pmf < 0.01 (refer to Section 2.1). The negative set contains 10,000 under-representative r-type PAG-to-PAG relationships, and then randomly seed the false set's sample size equal to the true set's sample size. The positive set is from the causal PAG-to-PAG relationship's randomly chosen in PAGER (10). Table 1 shows how to set up the confusion matrix when the PPC score is used to classify between the over-representative and the under-representative relationships. We expect that the area-under-curve (AUC) using the real expression data (GSE32474) should be significantly higher than the AUC using the random expression data, which should receive values close to 0.5. In this work, we generated random expression data by randomly setting the discrete expression for each gene in each sample by À1, 0 or 1.
Case Study: Infer PAG-to-PAG Causal Relationship By Applying E-GGCC to the Myeloid-Derived Suppressor Cells Expression Data Set
We demonstrate the capability of the E-GGCC analysis in inferring PAG-to-PAG causal relationship in the myeloidderived suppressor cells case study, as shown in Fig. 2 . The (MDSC) related PAGs were identified at Purdue University Center for Cancer Research. Starting with the expression data for MDSC [31] , we identified 1,105 differentially expressed genes, which includes 576 over-expressed genes (Nþ) and 529 under-expressed genes (N-), according to the methods in [17] . From these differentially expressed genes, we queried PAGER with NP-HART to find the N þ =NÀ associated and the r-type relationship among these PAGs [17] . Finally, we applied the E-GGCC algorithm to annotate these r-type as 'stimulatory' (strong PPCþ score) or 'inhibitory' (strong PPC-score) and inferred the causal relationships in the r-type PAG-to-PAG's network.
RESULTS
The Gene-Gene Expression Correlation Identified from Functional Genomic Data
In Fig. 3 , we show the distribution of the absolute value of GGC score for all possible gene-gene co-expressions, which justifies our choice of setting -0.5 and 0.5 as the threshold for selecting GGC score. The distribution of the absolute value of GGC is close to the normal form, which implies that the distribution of all GGC is in bi-normal form. Here we choose GGC cutoff to be 0.5 because we believe that it's a conveniently applicable threshold that ensures 57,576 significant expression correlations with the p-value 5.86Â10
À5
. There are 57,576 correlations satisfying this threshold condition.
The gene degree of significant positive gene-gene correlation pairs and of negative gene-gene correlation pairs follow the power law shown in Fig. 4 . The linear regression R 2 of significant positive gene-gene expression correlation pairs is 0.93, and R 2 of significant negative gene-gene expression correlation pairs is 0.88.
The PPC Score Could Re-Discover the r-Type PAG-to-PAG Relationship
In Fig. 5 , we show that the PPC could be applied to classify between existing r-type PAG-to-PAG relationships and the under-representative relationships. In the GSE32474 dataset, the PPC score achieves AUC ¼ 0:81. Meanwhile, in the random expression dataset, the PPC only achieves AUC ¼ 0:50. This result implies that the PPC score is consistent with the real biological expression correlation patterns. We found that the optimal PPC threshold for the confusion matrix (Table 1 ) is 1.0 to reach the precision of 0.60 and recall of 0.90. From this threshold, we characterized 12,212 r-type PAG-to-PAG relationships as either 'stimulatory effect'
The statistics of PAGs, PAG-to-PAG relationships and characterization could be found in Table 2 .
We present the top 4 significantly causal PAG-to-PAG relationships (top 8% in the pair of two PAGs' size 1000, and at least one is P-type PAG) in PAGER. We found several DNA replicate related pathways, e.g., WIG000672, WIG001985, WIG000802 have the stimulatory effect on the DNA binding or DNA repair-related PAGs, e.g., TAX001140, MAX001341 in Table 3 .
PAG-to-PAG Causal Relationship in MDSC Gene
Expression Case Study
In our MDSC network in Fig. 6 , we identified 239 PAGs and 191 PAG-to-PAG relationships in the MDSC as shown in Table 4 . Similar to [17] we chose the central PAG as FEX001153 [16] . Among these PAGs, two m'PAGs, U 
genesÞ is in the downstream of FEX001153. We found 3 stimulatory PAG-to-PAG relationships and 3 inhibitory PAG-to-PAG relationships using E-GGCC (Tables 5, 6 ). The PAG MAX003319 has a stimulatory effect on the PAG FEX001153.
We found several literature supporting the causal PAGto-PAG relationships shown in Fig. 6 . For the PAG MAX003319, that has a stimulatory effect on the PAG FEX001153, the report [32] presented the same conclusion as B lymphocyte stimulator (BLyS) enhances the humoral responses to both T cell-independent and T cell-dependent antigens, primarily by attenuation of apoptosis.
There are two PAGs, both MAX002771 and WIG001016, that have an inhibitory effect on the PAG FEX001153. Yoneyama et al. [33] reported that the cellular protein retinoic acid-inducible gene I (RIG-I) senses intracellular viral infection and triggers a signal for innate antiviral responses, which is strong evidence to support RIG-I/MDA5 signaling having a positive effect on the immune system. Similarly, Sakaguchi et al. [34] reported that FOXP3 þ TReg cells can also suppress antitumor immune responses and favor tumor progression.
FEX001153 has a stimulatory effect on two PAGs, MAX001758 and MAX002449. Wherry et al. [35] indicated that a lineage relationship in immunity of memory CD8 T cell subset exists that its ability to persist and confer protective immunity, which support the point of immune system stimulatory effect on CD8 T cell and T cell differentiation.
FEX001153 has an inhibitory effect on a PAG MAX001454. M€ uller-Schmah et al. [36] revealed the mechanism of immune response acting as long-lasting disease control in spontaneous remission of MLL/AF9-positive acute myeloid leukemia.
CONCLUSIONS
In this work, we developed a new framework called E-GGCC to infer causal PAG-to-PAG regulatory relationships. Our approach could be adapted to expression data sources, which annotates the causal effect on PAG-to-PAG relationships specific to the tissues, organs and biological condition specified in the expression profile. Compared to previous work in discovering relationships among the pathways [22] , [23] , our work has two advantages. First, we integrate domain-knowledge gene-gene relationships to reduce potential noise discovered from co-expression analysis [37] . Second, our discretization approach in handling the expression data requires fewer assumptions on the scale and distribution of the data. These assumptions [29] , [38] are required in common statistical analysis but may not be satisfied in expression data. In the MDSC case study, we revealed several causal relationships among the PAGs using E-GGCC and explained the chain effects among molecular mechanisms in the MDSC development and the tumor progression. However, our framework is associated with several limitations. First, by relying on the existing PAG-to-PAG relationships, our framework has limited capability in discovering novel PAG-to-PAG relationships. Second, by relying on simple discretization approach for co-expression analysis, our approach is less systematic and leaves flexible thresholds to evaluate the statistical significance of the discovered gene-gene co-expression. In addition, the quality and coverage of causal PAG-to-PAG relationships found in this framework depend on the comprehensive coverage of the expression data. As shown in our case study, the GSE32474 dataset covers 174 tissue-specific samples from 59 cell-lines covering 9 types of cancer tissues, which provide comprehensive samples in the co-expression analysis.
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